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Abstract: Various balancing topology and control methods have been proposed for the inconsistency
problem of battery packs. However, these strategies only focus on a single objective, ignore the
mutual interaction among various factors and are only based on the external performance of the
battery pack inconsistency, such as voltage balancing and state of charge (SOC) balancing. To solve
these problems, multi-objective predictive balancing control (MOPBC) based on predictive current is
proposed in this paper, namely, in the driving process of an electric vehicle, using predictive control
to predict the battery pack output current the next time. Based on this information, the impact of
the battery pack temperature caused by the output current can be obtained. Then, the influence is
added to the battery pack balancing control, which makes the present degradation, temperature,
and SOC imbalance achieve balance automatically due to the change of the output current the next
moment. According to MOPBC, the simulation model of the balancing circuit is built with four cells
in Matlab/Simulink. The simulation results show that MOPBC is not only better than the other
traditional balancing control strategies but also reduces the energy loss in the balancing process.

Keywords: predictive current; multi-objective balancing control; battery pack; voltage balancing;
SOC balancing

1. Introduction

Currently, due to the continuous deterioration of air quality and the lack of oil resources, new
electric vehicles with low emission and low fuel consumption have become the focus of major
automobile companies [1]. The battery pack, as a critical component of electric vehicles, has a significant
impact on dynamic performance, economy, and safety.

Because single cells have limited capacity and relatively low voltage, battery packs are generally
composed of a plurality of single cells in series and parallel compositions to meet the requirements
of electric vehicles. As a result, due to the inevitable inconsistency problem in the application of the
same type of cell, the life of a battery pack is seriously affected, and overcharge and over-discharge
phenomena are caused [2]. To reduce the battery pack inconsistency, to prolong the life of battery
pack, to improve the overall performance of the battery pack, and to ensure the safety and reliability of
the battery pack, balancing control needs to be adopted. Although there are many balancing control
methods for battery packs, they ignore the degradation and temperature conditions of the battery
pack, causing differences between cells to increase [3–14].
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To solve this problem, the multi-objective predictive balancing control (MOPBC) of battery packs
based on predictive current is proposed. The working principle is to make the inconsistency of battery
packs under different driving conditions automatically tend to be consistent in the forecast period, on
the condition that the required output current of the battery pack has been obtained, combined with
multi-objective balancing control to achieve degradation balancing, state of charge (SOC) balancing,
and temperature balancing simultaneously. Due to the different internal resistance of each cell, the
heat generated will be different, and different temperatures will cause different degradation rates
of each cell. Finally, the differences between each cell will gradually increase. In the case that the
future output current of the battery pack has been predicted, the temperature and ageing differences
between each cell can be obtained, and the differences can be added into the present multi-objective
balancing control. Then, the present differences of the SOC, temperature, and degradation rate in the
forecast period can be compensated, making the battery pack reach a balance. The proposed MOPBC
effectively achieves battery pack balancing and prolongs the life of a battery pack but also reduces the
energy loss in the process of balancing through reducing the required balancing times and balancing
current. To verify the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed MOPBC, a simulation model of
the balancing circuit is built in Matlab/Simulink (Natick, MA, USA) with four cells. The simulation
results show that the proposed control strategy utilizes the future output current changes effectively
and makes the control effect better than other balancing controls.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the predictive current control is
introduced. Section 3 analyzes the causes of inconsistency of the battery pack and balancing method.
The battery model and the derivation process of the formulas of MOPBC are introduced in Section 4.
In Section 5, by comparing with non-balancing, SOC balancing and multi-objective balancing, the
effectiveness and reasonableness of the proposed control strategy are demonstrated. Finally, the
conclusions are summarized in Section 6.

2. Predictive Current Control

The output current change of the battery pack is a continuous process in the driving process of an
electric vehicle, so the changing direction of the output current curve can be predicted by analyzing the
changing trend of the output current. The principle is as follows: supposing the battery pack output
current is Ip2 at time (k ´ 2)t, the battery pack output current is Ip1 at time (k ´ 1)t, and the battery
pack output current is Ic at the time kt, thus at the next time, namely at time (k + 1)t, the battery pack
output current Il is:

Il “ tˆ
ˆ

Ic ´ Ip1

t
`

Ic ´ Ip1

t
´

Ip1 ´ Ip2

t

˙

“ 2Ic ´ 3Ip1 ` Ip2 (1)

To further improve the prediction accuracy, we can increase the number of known currents or
reduce the prediction time interval.

Compared with conventional control strategies, due to adding the predictive control, the
predictive balancing control of the battery pack not only considers the present electric vehicle driving
requirements and state information but also includes the change information of the future current.

3. Balancing Control Strategy

3.1. The Analysis of Battery Pack Inconsistency

There are two substantial and inevitable reasons for battery pack inconsistency, namely,
manufacturing technology and degradation rate. In the manufacturing process, technical and material
differences cause variation in batches of cells belonging to the same type with respect to capacity,
internal resistance, and some other parameters. When there are capacity differences in the charging
process, cells of small capacity will be fully charged first, while the battery pack charging process is not
finished, and then the overcharging phenomenon will occur. In the discharging process, most of the
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cells are still in a shallow discharging condition, but cells of small capacity have already been in a deep
discharging condition, leading to over-discharging. When there are internal resistance differences,
the generated heat and the discharging depth of the cells will be different. In turn, these differences
will also affect the internal resistance. With the discharging depth of cells continuing to deepen, the
higher the temperature is, the smaller the internal resistance is, and the lower the temperature is,
the larger the internal resistance is. A cell with local high temperature will decay faster than other
cells. Long-running will damage the consistency of the battery pack, leading to a decline of the
battery performance and shortening the life [15]. The coupling relationship between these internal
and external factors that affect battery pack inconsistency is shown in Figure 1. In summary, the
original inconsistency problem between the same type of cells, combined with the cell charging and
discharging rate, depth of discharging, ambient temperature, and other external factors, will lead to
cell degradation at different rates. Finally, as the differences between cells are increase, the battery
pack fails prematurely.
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3.2. Battery Pack Balancing Method

Due to the differences between cells caused by the manufacturing process, battery pack
consistency is enhanced by improving the technological level before the cells leave the factory, as
well as by classifying the cells that are going to be gathered in the same group [16]. However, initial
performance differences of cells existing in the battery pack application and can only be diminished.
Although single-cell technology has made major breakthroughs and its performance has improved
significantly, ensuring the consistency of the initial performance of cells, the battery pack will also
produce differences because of the working conditions and the environment. The key factor affecting
the life of the battery pack is to maintain consistency, not the initial differences of the cells. Therefore, to
further improve the consistency of the battery pack during the working process, it is necessary to use
balancing control.

Several balancing control strategies have been proposed, such as voltage balancing, SOC balancing,
and capacity balancing.

3.2.1. Voltage Balancing

Voltage balancing depends on the voltage of each cell or the average voltage for the balancing
operation, making the voltage of each cell consistent by charging and discharging with a balancing
circuit. Although voltage balancing can solve the problem of voltage imbalance of the battery pack,
battery pack performance cannot be evaluated only by its voltage level. When a cell of low capacity
is in charging or after it finishes charging, its terminal voltage may be higher than other cells. If this
balancing method is used, the balancing result is that cells of low capacity add energy to cells of high
capacity, which increases the capacity differences between each cell in the battery pack.
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3.2.2. SOC Balancing

SOC balancing adjusts the cell charging and discharging rates based only on the SOC of each
cell or their average value, which will only solve the problem of performance degradation for cells
with larger capacity in the battery pack due to insufficient charging. However, SOC balancing cannot
reduce or eliminate the differences between the actual capacities of each cell [17].

3.2.3. MOPBC

These control methods only focus on a single objective, without considering the mutual influence
among various factors, and are only based on external performance parameters, which is not sufficient,
and the function of the balancing circuit is also more than these factors. To solve the above problems,
this paper selects SOC, temperature, and degradation rate as the balancing control objectives from
the internal and external factors affecting the inconsistency of battery packs. First, SOC balancing can
make the most of battery pack performance. Moreover, temperature balancing and degradation rate
balancing can prolong the battery pack life and further avoid producing inconsistency in the battery
pack. In the balancing process, because the current has been obtained by predictive current control
in the forecast period, we can calculate the future heat differences according to the different internal
resistance of each cell. These heat differences are used as the present temperature compensation,
which means there is no need to the address present temperature imbalance or to balance part of it,
and the rest is compensated by the heat generated in the forecast period. Finally, the control strategy
accomplishes multi-objective balancing, improves the consistency of the battery pack, and prolongs
battery pack life.

4. Battery Pack Balancing Control Modelling

To verify the validity and feasibility of the proposed strategy, the battery model is established
according to the coupling relationship between the internal and external factors of cells. The model
contains four modules. They are battery parameters, degradation, temperature, and SOC, respectively.

4.1. Battery Parameters Module

Several battery equivalent circuit models have been proposed, including the Rint model, Thevenin
model, RQ model (It is composed of resistance R and constant phase angle element Q), DP (Double
Polarization) model, and PNGV (partnership for a new generation of vehicles) model. The PNGV
model is a low order model, but compared with the Thevenin model and Rint model, it has a higher
accuracy and can better describe the transient response process of the battery [7,18]. Compared with
DP, RQ, and other higher order circuit models, PNGV has the characteristics of a simple model and
easy parameter identification. In this article, a PNGV model is established according to the parameter
look-up table method, as shown in Figure 2.
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4.2. SOC Module

The ampere-hour counting method is a relatively common, simple, and reliable method for
estimating the SOC. When the discharge current is positive and the charging current is negative, the
calculation formula can be expressed as:

SOC “ SOCinit ´
1

CE

ż t

0
ηi ptq dt (2)

where SOCinit is the initial value of SOC, CE is the battery capacity, and η is the coulomb efficiency.

4.3. Temperature Module

As mentioned in [18], battery temperature change is determined by the heat generated by the
internal resistance and heat exchange with the ambient environment. The heat conservation equation
can be written as follows:

m¨ cp¨
dT ptq

dt
“ iptq2¨R´ hcS rT ptq ´ Tas (3)

where m is the battery mass, cp is the specific heat of the cell, Ta is the ambient temperature, hc is
the battery heat transfer coefficient, R is the battery internal resistance, and S is the battery external
surface area.

4.4. Degradation Module

According to the accelerated degradation experimental data, based on the mechanism of the
temperature T effect on battery degradation, we can determine the degradation rate εc [19]:

εc “ e4218.61ˆp 1
298´

1
T q (4)

Considering small changes of the degradation rate dεc, we can obtain the differential Equation (5):

dεc “ 4218.61ˆ
1

T2 ˆ e4218.61ˆp 1
298´

1
T q (5)

According to the relationship between the degradation rate and the impedance decay rate εr, we
can obtain Formula (6):

εr “ 2.21ε1.12
c (6)

4.5. MOPBC

To achieve better balancing control, a balancing circuit with perfect performance is essential.
Several balancing topologies have been proposed. Based on the comparison of the various topologies
in [3], the topology of active equalization is chosen in this paper, as shown in Figure 3, to perform
the balancing control strategy verification. The circuit only requires one inductor; can balance
bi-directionally due to each cell having its own charging and discharging circuit; and has the
advantages of high-speed balancing, low cost, and small size.

In the balancing model constructed according to Figure 3, input parameters are the initial battery
SOC, capacity and battery pack output current, the output is a switch combination option of the
balancing circuit in the charge state, discharge state, or suspended state. N sections of cells denoted
as B1, B2,¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Bn, compose a battery pack. The corresponding battery degradation rate is denoted
as εc1,, εc2,¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , εcn. The minimum value is denoted as εcmin. SOC is denoted as p1, p2,¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , pn.
The minimum value is denoted as pmin. Temperature at the present time is denoted as T1, T2,¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
Tn. The minimum value is denoted as Tmin. Using the formula P = I2R and current prediction, the heat
generated at time (k + 1)t can be obtained and is denoted as f 1, f 2,¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , f n. The minimum value is
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denoted as f min. Equations (7)–(10), respectively, describe the imbalance degree of the degradation
rate, SOC, temperature, and future heat of each cell.

D pεciq “ εci ´ εcmin (7)

D ppiq “ pi ´ pmin (8)

D pTiq “ Ti ´ Tmin (9)

D p fiq “ fi ´ fmin (10)

where i = 1, 2,¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ n. D pεciq , D ppiq, D pTiq, and D p fiq form an n-dimensional vector X closely related
to the current. Therefore, the battery pack balancing problem will be transformed into a certain
calculation of vector X, which makes the initial state vector X be transformed to the target state vector.
Under certain constraint conditions, the target state vector obtains the required value by finding
an optimal path. The optimal path determines the transfer of the balancing current from one cell
to another.
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To make D pεciq , D ppiq, and D pTiq have the same order of magnitude and make a trade-off
between the three parameters, the weights Wε, Wp, and WT need to be separately added, and
Wε `Wp `WT “ 1. Coefficient W f also needs to be added to the coming heat imbalance degree to
compensate the present temperature imbalance degree. The coefficient W f is inversely related to the
forecast period, namely, the longer the forecast period is, the smaller the coefficient W f is, and the
smaller the effect of coming heat on temperature is. Conversely, the shorter the forecast period is, the
bigger the coefficient W f is, and the greater the effect of the coming heat on temperature is. Finally, the
total imbalance degree of each cell is:

Di “

ż T

0

´

´WεD pεciq `WpD
`

pi
˘

´WT

´

D pTiq `W f D pfiq
¯¯

dt (11)
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where T is the charging and discharging time. To obtain the maximum value Dmax and the minimum
value Dmin of Di, namely, the global optimal solution that can be obtained by convex optimization, the
constraint conditions are:

Ibalmin ď Iibal ptq ď Ibalmax (12)
ÿn

i“1
Iibal ptq “ 0 (13)

Iib ptq “ Iic ptq ` Iibal ptq (14)

where Iibal ptq is the balancing current of cell Bi (i = 1, 2,¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , n) at moment t, Ibalmin is the minimum
balancing current, Ibalmax is the maximum balancing current, Iic ptq is the battery charging and
discharging current, and Iib ptq is the total current flowing through the battery Bi. Finally, the switch
combination option can be obtained, as shown in Equation (14).

signi “

$

’

&

’

%

1, Di ´Dmax ě 0
0, Dmin ď Di ď Dmax pi “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , nq
´1, Di ´Dmin ď 0

(15)

where signi = 1 means that cell Bi provides balancing energy, i.e., controlling the switch to conduct
battery discharge circuit of Bi to the charge inductor in Figure 5; signi = 0 means that cell Bi does not
perform other processing; signi = ´1 means that cell Bi absorbs balancing energy, which controls the
switch to conduct the battery charging circuit of Bi to make the inductor charge the cell. To guarantee
that the inductor current in a switch cycle can drop to zero, considering the safety margin, the inductor
needs to work in DCM (discontinuous conduction mode). The inductor current expression is as follows:

iL “

$

’

&

’

%

ř

Vis
L t, 0 ď t ă DsTs

ř

Vis
L DsTs ´

ř

Vir
L pt´DsTsq , DsTs ď t ă Tz

0, Tz ď t ď Ts

(16)

where L is the inductance value, iL is the inductor current, Ds is the switch duty ratio, Ts is the switch
cycle, Tz is the moment the inductive current drops to zero,

ř

Vis is the sum of voltages of the cells that
provide balancing energy, and

ř

Vir is the sum of voltages of the cells that absorb balancing energy.
Because Ts is larger than Tz, when t = Ts:

ř

Vis
L

DsTs ´

ř

Vir
L

pTs ´DsTsq ă 0 (17)

That is:

Ds ă

ř

Vir
ř

Vis `
ř

Vir
(18)

5. The Analysis of the Simulation Results

To validate the balancing effect of the proposed control strategy, four sections of a lithium
battery in series are selected. The simulation parameters of the battery pack are shown in Table 1.
The output current of the battery pack is the input of the simulation. Figure 4a–d are the simulation
results of SOC under conditions of non-balancing, SOC balancing, multi-objective balancing, and
MOPBC, respectively.

Figure 5a–d are the simulation results of the degradation rate under conditions of non-balancing,
SOC balancing, multi-objective balancing and MOPBC, respectively.
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where L is the inductance value, 𝑖𝐿 is the inductor current, 𝐷𝑠  is the switch duty ratio, 𝑇𝑠 is the 
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That is: 
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 (18) 
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Figure 4. The results of state of charge (SOC) under different balancing control conditions.
(a) Non-balancing control; (b) SOC balancing control; (c) Multi-objective balancing control;
(d) Multi-objective predictive balancing control (MOPBC).

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Variable Symbol Value Unit

Rated voltage Vb 3.7 V
Rated capacity CE 10 Ah

Initial SOC SOCinit 1, 1, 1, 1 -
Initial resistance R 1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5 mΩ

The average balancing
current Iave 1.8 A

Switching frequency f s 10 kHz
Battery mass m 1.2 Kg
Specific heat cp 0.9 J/(kg¨ K)

External surface area S 0.046 m2

Ambient temperature Ta 298 K
Balancing weight Wε, Wp, WT 0.8410, 0.0118, 0.1472 -

Coulombic efficiency η 1 -
Compensation coefficient W f 1 -

Forecast period tf 0.5 s
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Figure 5. The results of the degradation rate under different balancing control conditions.
(a) Non-balancing control; (b) SOC balancing control; (c) Multi-objective balancing control; (d) MOPBC.

Figure 6a–d are the simulation results of temperature under conditions of non-balancing, SOC
balancing, multi-objective balancing and MOPBC, respectively.

Table 2 shows the results of various methods at the final moment. The ∆max column represents the
difference between the maximum and the minimum value. ∆ave column indicates the average value.

From the ∆max comparison (0.0778 and 0.0011) of SOC between non-balancing and SOC balancing
control, it can be observed that SOC is consistent and the ∆max of SOC is reduced to a negligible
degree after adding SOC balancing control. However, from the ∆ave comparison (0.4218 and 0.3791)
of SOC, it can be observed that the capacity consumption of each cell has increased because the
effects of temperature and degradation on the battery are not considered in the balancing process.
Merely pursuing SOC balancing will make B4 also provide balancing current. When the current
flowing through B4 increases because of its internal resistance of 1.5 mΩ, as shown in Table 1, it is
the biggest and according to P = I2R, it will generate more heat, making the temperature increase
faster compared with other cells. The higher the temperature is, the faster the battery degradation rate
is, resulting in an increase of internal resistance. After the internal resistance increases, the battery
capacity consumption increases more and the SOC decreases more rapidly. However, to balance SOC,
other cells need to provide more balancing current, generating more heat, which also leads to a larger
∆ave (372.748 K and 0.2407) of the temperature and the degradation rate.
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Figure 6. The results of the temperature under different balancing control conditions. (a) Non-balancing
control; (b) SOC balancing control; (c) Multi-objective balancing control; (d) MOPBC.

Table 2. The simulation results comparison.

Non-Balancing B1 B2 B3 B4 ∆max ∆ave

SOC 0.4572 0.4329 0.4178 0.3794 0.0778 0.4218
Temperature (K) 350.790 362.427 368.469 381.101 30.311 365.697
Degradation Rate 0.1576 0.1937 0.2146 0.2633 0.1057 0.2037

SOC Balancing B1 B2 B3 B4 ∆max ∆ave

SOC 0.3798 0.3787 0.3790 0.3787 0.0011 0.3791
Temperature (K) 359.583 369.408 375.760 386.239 26.656 372.748
Degradation Rate 0.1831 0.2229 0.2527 0.3040 0.1209 0.2407

Multi-Objective
Balancing B1 B2 B3 B4 ∆max ∆ave

SOC 0.3330 0.3510 0.3740 0.4097 0.0767 0.3669
Temperature (K) 363.989 368.350 370.136 378.822 14.833 370.324
Degradation Rate 0.2116 0.2172 0.2264 0.2454 0.0338 0.2252

MOPBC B1 B2 B3 B4 ∆max ∆ave

SOC 0.4430 0.3640 0.4463 0.4555 0.0915 0.4272
Temperature (K) 358.974 363.955 367.471 376.182 17.208 366.646
Degradation Rate 0.1901 0.1971 0.2127 0.2265 0.0364 0.2066
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From the results comparison between multi-objective balancing and the former two control
strategies, it can be observed that to ensure the whole cell performance in the multi-objective balancing
control, the other cells provide more balancing current to B4 and reduce the situation that B4 outputs
balancing current, so B1 (0.3330), B2 (0.3510), and B3 (0.3740) consume more energy and the ∆ave
(0.3669) of SOC decreases slightly. Moreover, the consumed energy of B4 (0.4097) decreases greatly, so
∆max (0.0767) of SOC does not change. However, from the temperature (378.822 K) and degradation
rate (0.2454) of B4, it can be observed that the maximum temperature and degradation rate in the whole
cell are reduced, which prolongs the battery pack life and greatly improves the consistency of the
temperature and degradation rate. From here, we can see that making a trade-off in the SOC balancing
achieves balancing and improvement of the temperature and degradation rate. Thus, to a certain extent,
SOC balancing, temperature balancing, and degradation balancing are achieved simultaneously.

Finally, from the results comparison between MOPBC and the former three control strategies, it
can be observed that MOPBC balances the present temperature by using the coming heat difference
generated in the forecast period, which greatly reduces energy consumption and the situation that
each cell provides balancing current, and the ∆ave (0.4272) of SOC is increased. Although making
a trade-off in the SOC balancing does not decrease the ∆max (0.0915) of SOC, it greatly reduces the
maximum temperature (376.182 K) and degradation rate (0.2265) and their ∆ave (366.646 K and 0.2066)
compared with other balancing methods. Therefore, MOPBC reduces the energy consumption in the
balancing process, greatly improves the battery pack performance, and further prolongs the battery
pack life.

6. Conclusions

On the condition that the required output current of the battery pack has been obtained by
predictive current control, the proposed MOPBC of a battery pack based on the predictive current in this
paper makes the inconsistency of the battery pack under different driving conditions automatically tend
to be consistent in the forecast period, combined with multi-objective balancing control that achieves
degradation balancing, SOC balancing, and temperature balancing simultaneously. This method
achieves battery pack balancing, prolongs the life of the battery pack, and reduces the energy loss
in the balancing process. The simulation results show that this control strategy effectively utilizes
the future output current changes and improves the control effect compared to SOC balancing and
multi-objective balancing control. The discussions and results indicated that the proposed method is
effective and feasible.
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